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Abstract The Reliable Router �RR� is a network
switching element targeted to two�dimensional mesh
interconnection network topologies� It is designed to
run at ��� MHz and reach a useful link bandwidth
of 	�
 Gbit�sec� The Reliable Router uses adaptive
routing coupled with link�level retransmission and a
unique�token protocol to increase both performance
and reliability� The RR can handle a single node
or link failure anywhere in the network without in�
terruption of service� Other unique features include
a queueless low�latency plesiochronous channel inter�
face and simultaneous bidirectional signalling�

� Introduction

Interconnection networks signi�cantly a�ect the per�
formance and reliability of massively parallel proces�
sors �MPPs�� Previous work on network switching el�
ements which employed oblivious routing such as the
J�Machine Router ��	 and the Caltech Mesh�Routing
Chips �

	 did not address the issue of reliability in
part because of the inherent non�adaptivity of oblivi�
ous routing� Past work on adaptive elements such as
the Chaos Router ��	 exploited adaptivity for perfor�
mance reasons only without providing fault handling
mechanisms�

The Reliable Router �RR� exploits adaptive rout�
ing for both performance and reliability purposes� It
also has mechanisms for continuous link monitoring
and link�level retransmission when a link parity er�
ror is detected� It also employs a forwarding protocol
at the �it level that facilitates packet reconstruction
and duplicate detection at the receiving end when a
fault occurs� We call this protocol the Unique Token
Protocol �UTP� �	�

The coupling of these features �adaptive routing�
linkmonitoring� link�level retransmission and the UTP�
enable the RR to handle a single node or link failure
anywhere in the network without interruption of ser�
vice�

The Reliable Router avoids the problem of global
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clock distribution and skew management by using a
queueless low�latency plesiochronous channel inter�
face� This mechanism allows each RR chip to be
clocked by its own local clock without the need for
FIFO bu�ering on either side of the channel� The
penalty is ��
� of link bandwidth� Plesiochronous
timing is also a reliability feature because there is no
single point of failure in the clock net�

The RR solves the high pinout problem by using
current�mode simultaneous bidirectional signalling ��	�
This method has reduced the chip signal pin count
from �

 signal pins to �
� This is a saving of ��
signal pins over a conventional signalling mechanism�

� Architectural Description

The Reliable Router is designed for two�dimensional
mesh topologies� Its organization is shown in Fig�
ure 
� There is one Input Controller and one Out�
put Controller for every direction� Moreover� there
is a processor input�output and a diagnostic input�
output� Communication between an input and an
output port occurs through a crossbar switch� The
switch is a full crossbar and allows each Input Con�
troller to connect to every Output Controller� There
are actually some restrictions regarding the possible
connections imposed by the routing relation�

��� Major Object Types

Three types of objects are handled by the architec�
ture� The packet is the main unit of information ex�
change between the sending and receiving end� The
Reliable Router can handle packets of arbitrary size�
Virtual channels ��	 are allocated on a packet basis�

Every packet is broken into ��bit �its� Bu�ering�
forwarding and �ow control within the system is per�
formed at the �it level �wormhole routing�� Crossbar
bandwidth and physical channels are also allocated
at the �it level� The �rst �it of each packet is called
head �it and contains the address of the packet desti�
nation� The format of RR head �its is shown in Table

�



Bit Field ���
� 

 
� �� ���

Contents User Info Priority Diagnostic Address in y Address in x

Table 
� Head Flit Format

Bit Field �� �
 ���
� 
� 
� 
��

Frame � PE USR� VCI BP
 BP� Data �
��	
Frame 
 Copied Kind Copied VCI BP� BP� Data ��
�
�	
Frame � U�D USR
 Kind BP BP� Data ������	
Frame � Freed BP� BP� Data ������	

Table �� Frame Format
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Figure 
� Organization of the Reliable Router

Subsequent �its are of type data and carry user
data� The �nal �it of the packet is of type tail and
marks the end of the packet� There is also a �it of
type token that is injected at the end of each packet
to implement the Unique Token Protocol� Each �it
contains �� bits of user data� � byte�parity bits for
end�to�end error detection� and � bits that indicate
the �it type�

Flits are further broken into frames so that they
can be transmitted across physical channel links which
are only �� bits wide� Each �it is decomposed into
four separate frames as shown in Table ��

In addition to the data� byte parity �BP��BP�� and
kind bits �Kind�� the four frames also include the vir�
tual channel identi�er �VCI�� �ow control information
�Copied Kind� Copied VCI� Freed�� link status infor�
mation �U�D� PE� and two user bits �USR
� USR���
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Figure �� Channel Interface

��� Channel Interface Architecture

The channel interface architecture between two adja�
cent routers is shown in Figure ��

The transmitting node drives the simultaneous bidi�
rectional ���bitRxData lines ��� data � 
 parity� and
also passes its clockTxClk to the receiver� The frames
are driven on the data lines on both clock edges� The
transmitter needs to send the TxPhase pulse as well
so that the receiver can distinguish which frame �����
of the �it is being received and be able to reassem�
ble the frames and produce the transmitted �it� The
TxPhase pulse is produced by toggling a �ip��op on
the positive edge of TxClk and making sure that it
has the same timing as the RxData lines�

The receiver samples the incoming frames using the
transmitter clock� After having assembled all four
frames into a �it� the receiver decides whether or
not to accept the assembled block based on whether
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Figure �� Flit Assembly at the Receiver�

a parity error occurred during the reception of all
frames� If such an error occurred� the �it is discarded
and the link is marked as faulty� Otherwise� the �it is
synchronized in the receiver clock domain and then
passed to the rest of the system� The receiver as�
sembles each incoming �it using the ranks of level�
sensitive latches shown in Figure ��

Waveforms pp�� pp�� pp
� pp	 are produced by de�
laying and gating TxClk and TxPhase� Flit assembly
costs two clock cycles as shown in the �gure� Yet�
this �rewall of protection is necessary for reliability
purposes� The rest of the system should not be al�
lowed to look at parts of the received �it� unless all
the parts have been received without any errors� The
block labeled Synchronization implements clock do�
main crossing in a very e�cient fashion� The latency
penalty is � cycles in the best case and 
 clock cycle
in the worst case for an average of �� cycles� The ��
nal stage of this module involves sampling the whole
�it in the receiving clock domain� The clk� pulse
has half the frequency of the local TxClk� since a new
�it is received only once every two cycles�

We name the structure of Figure � the Front End�

��� Functional Description

����� Terms and De�nitions

The following terminology will be used throught the
rest of the architectural description�

Flit Time The time that a �it stays in the Flit Reg�
ister in Figure � before being replaced by the
next received �it� This period of time is equal
to two clock periods ��� ns assuming a 
�� MHz
clock��

Routing Problem The result of comparing the ad�
dress of the packet destination in the head �it
with the local node address� The Routing Prob�
lem contains all the necessary information for a
decision regarding which way to take the next
hop�

Route �noun� The result of a routing computation�
The route consists of an Output Controller Iden�
ti�er ��� including the processor output and
the diagnostic output� and an Output Virtual
Channel Identi�er ������

Most of the functionality of the chip has been pushed
into the Input Controller� A simpli�ed block dia�
gram of the Input Controller is shown in Figure ��
This block diagram closely matches the current lay�
out� The Input Controller supports �ve separate vir�
tual channels with decoupled resources� Virtual chan�
nels are used to increase performance and also ensure
deadlock freedom� The functionality of the Input
Controller can be summarized as follows�

� It bu�ers �its in the FIFO module� The FIFO
is divided into �ve separate banks� one for ev�
ery virtual channel� Each bank is 
���its deep�
Each bank behaves as a regular �rst�in��rst�
out bu�er along with some special state and
functionality to implement backtracking and re�
transmission in case of a fault�

� It computes the next step route of each packet
based on head �it information and current out�
put virtual channel state� The route is stored
in dedicated registers so that it can be used by
subsequent data �its� Route computation and
storage resources reside in each Virtual Channel
Module�

� It picks one of the �ve virtual channels to drive
a �it across the crossbar� This functionality
resides in the Virtual Channel Select Module�



� It keeps track of the virtual channel bu�er size
in the receiving node and stops the correspond�
ing virtual channel from transmitting any more
�its across the crossbar in order to prevent FIFO
overruns�

Flits enter the Input Controller after being assem�
bled and synchronized in the Front End shown in
Figure ��

If the �it is a head �it and its data payload con�
tains routing information� it goes through the Com�
pute Routing Problem Module which processes the
header and produces a Routing Problem as de�ned
above� The Routing Problem is fed through the cor�
responding Virtual Channel Module and a copy of the
original �it is stored in the head position of the FIFO
bank that corresponds to the virtual channel identi�
�er of the incoming �it� Dedicated logic within the
Virtual Channel Module calculates a possible next
step Route for the packet that depends on the Rout�
ing Problem and on current availability of output
virtual channels� This routing decision is not �nal
and we call it �optimistic�� The associated block of
combinational logic that computes the route is called
the �Optimistic Router�� If another Input Controller
wants to route an incoming head �it to the same Out�
put Controller� then the Crossbar Allocator has to
decide which one of the two head �its is allocated the
resource�

If� on the other hand� the incoming �it is of type
data it does not go through the Routing Problem and
Route computation� It is just stored in the appropri�
ate FIFO bank waiting to be popped and forwarded
to the next node�

Every Flit Time a decision must be made as to
which FIFO Bank � virtual channel � gets a chance
to push a �it through the crossbar� A round robin
scheduler picks among the eligible virtual channels�
A virtual channel is considered eligible in two cases�

Routed case� If the next �it of the channel is data
or tail and a route has already been established by
assigning an output virtual channel� then the virtual
channel is eligible if there are available �it bu�ers in
the neighbor node�

Unrouted case� If the next �it is a head and the
Optimistic Router indicates that a possible next step
route can be computed based on channel state in�
formation at that time� then the virtual channel is
eligible to bid for crossbar bandwidth�

The selection of the virtual channel to be popped is
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Figure �� Input Controller Block Diagram�

made by the Virtual Channel Select module� The se�
lected virtual channel �Read VC� is used to read the
appropriate FIFO bank and also to select the appro�
priate output controller identi�er to be submitted to
the crossbar allocator� This selection is done through
the Route Multiplexer� When a �it is picked to be
pushed through the crossbar� the new virtual channel
identi�er which is computed as part of the next step
route is appended by the Flit Munger�

Each Output Controller simply appends certain ac�
knowledgment information� computes parity� breaks
the �it into four frames and transmits them across
the physical link�

����� The Virtual Channel Module

The Virtual Channel Module is shown in Figure �
Both the Routing Problem module and the Route
module are level�sensitive latches used to store the
Routing Problem and the Route respectively of the
packet occupying the virtual channel� The Route
must be stored so that it can be used by subsequent
data �its that do not carry the destination address�
The Routing Problem must be stored because it may
be reused if at the time the head �it arrived� a Route
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could not be computed because appropriate output
virtual channels were not available�

Both of these latches are put in transparent mode
at the same time� The common enable of these latches
goes high half a clock cycle � ns� after the beginning
of the Flit Time period and gets deasserted half a
clock cycle before the end of the Flit Time� This
design allocates a maximumof 
� ns to the computa�
tion of the Route within the Optimistic Router block�
Level�sensitive latches have been used to budget com�
putation time more e�ciently among the combina�
tional modules and allow the Crossbar Allocator to
see as early as possible the Route coming out of the
Input Controller�

This design generates the Routing Problem� com�
putes the Route� selects a virtual channel and allo�
cates the crossbar within �� ns �� cycles��

The rest of the circuitry in the Virtual Channel
Module is mainly concerned with internal bookeep�
ing� A �nite state machine which we call the Route
FSM keeps track of the virtual channel state at all
times� A simpli�ed version of its state diagram is
shown in Figure �� Virtual channels are initialized to
the IDLE state� When a head �it appears in the
Flit Register� the channel state switches to either
NEEDS ROUTE or ROUTED state depending on
whether the �it was actually accepted by the cross�
bar �assertion of the xbar ack signal�� A channel is
marked as routed only when the head �it succeeds

IDLE

NEEDS 
ROUTE

ROUTED

HEAD

XBAR ACK

BACKUP

FAULT

HEAD & XBAR ACK

TOKEN & XBAR ACK

Figure �� State Diagram of the Route FSM�

in reserving an output controller and gets transmit�
ted across the crossbar� Otherwise� the Optimistic
Router will try to recompute a Route during the next
Flit Time� The virtual channel switches back to the
IDLE state when a token �it goes through and the
resource is deallocated� If a fault occurs while the
message is ROUTED� the channel switches to the
BACKUP state where internal preparation for re�
transmission occurs� After a Flit Time� the channel
goes back to the NEEDS ROUTE state and starts
looking for an alternate route among the non�faulty
output virtual channels�

The Flow Control Module contains a counter that
is incremented each time a data �it goes across the
crossbar into the virtual channel bu�er storage of the
neighboring node and gets decremented each time the
neighboring node forwards a �it and frees up bu�er
storage� This information propagates to the original
node in the form of a freed acknowledgment shown in
Figure  and on Table �� When there is no available
bu�er space in the receiving router� the Flow Control
Module deasserts the clear�to�send signal�

Finally� the Control Module collects information
from the Optimistic Router� the Route FSM and the
Flow Control Module and decides whether it should
declare the virtual channel eligible �as described in
the previous section� to transmit a �it across the
crossbar� A channel is considered eligible if the FSM
indicates that the channel is routed� the FIFO indi�
cates that the channel is non�empty and the clear�to�
send signal is asserted� Moreover� a channel is also
considered eligible if it is not routed but the Opti�
mistic Router indicates that a route can be success�
fully computed based on available output channel sta�
tus at the time�



It is the Virtual Channel Select Module shown in
Figure � which decides which one of the �ve virtual
channels can bid for crossbar bandwidth based on in�
formation supplied by the �ve separate Control mod�
ules�

����� Crossbar Allocator

The Crossbar Allocator is responsible for resolving
con�icts among Input Controllers that want to use
the same Output Controller� An Input Controller can
submit a bid to the Allocator in one of � priorities�
The Allocator makes a random decision among Input
Controllers within each priority level� The �rst two
priority levels correspond to user packet priority� The
third �highest� priority level is reserved for system
use� Priority � is set after an Input Controller has
been refused Crossbar bandwidth seven times� In this
way� starvation is prevented�

��� Architectural Support for Virtual
Channels

The Reliable Router has �ve virtual channels associ�
ated with every physical link� Managing �ve virtual
channels at the architectural level may require extra
levels of arbitration for allocation of shared resources�
Such serialization can cause performance degrada�
tion� Early in the architectural design� it was decided
to replicate one of the most sensitive resources� The
Optimistic Router logic� An Optimistic Router was
placed in each one of the �ve Virtual Channel Mod�
ules� This decision has eliminated the arbitration for
the router along with ine�ciencies associated with
picking a virtual channel that could not be routed�
With just one copy of the routing logic there was
no way to determine whether a particular channel
could be routed before feeding its head �it through
the router�

The only place in the RR where serialization of
virtual channels occurs is when the non�idle virtual
channels of an Input Controller compete for physical
link bandwidth through the crossbar switch� In this
case� a round robin scheduler which picks only non�
idle virtual channels ensures a fair and e�cient arbi�
tration� This scheduler resides in the Virtual Channel
Select module�

� Latency and Throughput

The latency through a Reliable Router ranges from �
to � cycles� A cycle count is shown on Table �� Cycle
� may not be incurred in the best case as mentioned
in a previous section� The horizontal line after cycle
� indicates domain crossing from transmitter clock
to receiver clock� Flit Assembly costs two cycles� and
plesiochronous timing costs another one to two cy�
cles� Yet� it was decided to pay the extra price in
terms of latency and gain in reliability and scalabil�
ity� The actual computation in the chip takes only
two cycles� This is impressive� given that it is a fully
adaptive router with virtual channels and retransmis�
sion features�

The projected clock period is 
�� MHz which gives
a worst case latency of less than �� ns�

The datapath of the chip is quite wide and each
link can achieve a useful unidirectional bandwidth of
��� Gbit�sec � 
� user data lines changing on both
edges of a 
�� MHz clock�

� Adaptive Routing

Past research on adaptive routing has su�ered from
exponential dependence of resources on network di�
mension �
�	� carrying and updating message state
along the route ��	� and ad hoc fault�handling mech�
anisms incapable of handling faults along the edges of
the network �
�	� �
	� The RR routing algorithmmin�
imizes resource requirements and message state by
using Duato�s method ��	� The fault�handling prop�
erties of the routing algorithm are decoupled from
the adaptive properties by using a di�erent set of
virtual channels and a di�erent adaptive algorithm
� the Turn Model ��	 � for fault�handling� One can
think of a network of RRs as the superposition of
three separate virtual networks�

A minimally adaptive network� A packet using
this network is able to route to any productive chan�
nel � a channel which will bring it closer to its des�
tination� This virtual network tries to exploit adap�
tivity for performance reasons and is susceptible to
deadlocks� An example message trace in such a net�
work is shown in Figure � �a�� The RR allocates two
virtual channels to the adaptive network�

A dimension�ordered network� Packets in this
network are routed in strict dimension order� In every
dimension d a packet is routed along that dimension



Cycle No� Description

� Flit Assembly

 Flit Assembly
� Synchronization �worst case�
� Sampling in local clock domain
� Routing problem and Route computation
 Route Computation� Channel Selection and Crossbar Allocation
� Transmission across Crossbar and Parity Computation
� Fragmentation and Transmission o� Chip

Table �� Cycle Count Through the System�

Z
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Figure �� Minimally adaptive vs� dimension�ordered
routing�

until it reaches a node whose address in dimension d
matches the address of the packet destination node in
the same dimension� If the addresses match� then the
packet continues to route in the next lower dimension
where the current channel address and the destina�
tion address di�er� An example of dimension�ordered
routing is shown in Figure � �b�� The order of dimen�
sions in this example is x� y� z� Dimension�ordered
routing is provably deadlock�free ��	� This virtual net�
work exists in order to break deadlocks introduced in
the previous network as suggested in ��	� The RR has
two dimension�ordered virtual channels � one used by
packets of priority � and one used by packets of prior�
ity one� Two packet priorities have been implemented
with associated decoupled resources to avoid software
deadlocks�

A fault�handling network� This network permits
non�minimal adaptive steps and it is used to exploit
the fault�handling properties of adaptive routing� The
number of turns a packet can make is restricted to
make the network deadlock�free ��	� The RR allo�
cates one channel for fault�handling purposes�

All three virtual networks share the same physi�

cal network by using di�erent sets of virtual chan�
nels� The routing algorithm consists of three separate
computations occuring in parallel� The whole route
computation takes a single clock cycle� Each compu�
tation results in a next step virtual channel from one
of the three virtual networks described above�

Adaptive Computation The switching node at�
tempts to �nd a non�busy minimally adaptive chan�
nel� If such a channel is found� then the message will
use it as the next step of its path�

Dimension�Ordered Computation If no mini�
mal adaptive channel is available� the packet is routed
to the unique dimension�ordered channel correspond�
ing to its current position and its destination� If this
channel is busy� the packet blocks for one cycle and
tries again to �nd a channel using the Adaptive Com�
putation�

Fault�Handling Computation If the dimension�
ordered channel is faulty� the packet is routed to a
fault�handling channel� This can be any channel�
productive or unproductive� except for a channel that
will cause the message to make a 
���degree turn� Af�
ter the packet has been forwarded to the next switch�
ing node the algorithm either reverts to picking chan�
nels starting from the Adaptive Computation or sticks
to Fault�Handling Computation channels only and
the packet reaches its destination through fault�handling
channels� This decision depends on the packet dimen�
sion at the time the Dimension�Ordered Computation
fails to select a channel and is essential for the algo�
rithm to be deadlock�free�

If the packet makes a side step to go around a faulty
link� this side step will have to be reversed at some
point in the future� If the side step is along the y
dimension� then the side step can be reversed with�



out violating the order of dimensions x� y� and the
packet is allowed to route to dimension�ordered chan�
nels after routing on the non�minimal fault�handling
channel� If� on the other hand� the side step is along
the x�dimension� then the order of dimensions will
be violated when the packet tries to reverse this non�
minimal step� For this reason the packet continues to
route on fault�handling channels until it reaches the
destination�

� The Unique Token Protocol

End�to�end protocols may solve the reliability prob�
lem when coupled with adaptive routing� but require
extra overhead and the necessary resources do not
scale linearly with the size of the machine �	� For
this reason� link�level retransmission is used in com�
bination with a unique�token protocol �UTP� �	 to
guarantee fault�tolerant exactly�once delivery of all
packets in the network� This link�level protocol of�
fers signi�cant advantages over end�to�end protocols
because it does not require acknowledgment packets
and does not keep copies for possible retransmissions
at the packet source� In this way� e�ective network
bandwidth is increased and storage requirements at
the nodes decrease� Moreover� the protocol reduces
the amount of storage required at the destination
nodes for duplicate message detection� These proper�
ties allow the protocol resources to scale linearly with
the number of network nodes as opposed to end�to�
end protocols�

An example of packet forwarding under the UTP
is shown in Figure � where source node A sends a
packet to destination node C� The packet is bu�ered
and forwarded through switching node B� The process
must ensure that at least two copies exist in the path
between the source node and the destination node at
all times� This can be achieved by �rst copying the
packet forward one node� and then allowing the re�
lease of the storage in the rearmost node as shown in
Figure �� When the packet is �rst injected into the
network� a token is injected right behind the packet�
The invariant that no copies of the packet exist be�
hind the token is always preserved� Packet copying
and token passing are carried out exactly as shown
in Figure �� Note that although multiple copies of the
packet are kept in the network� every node receives a
packet only once� Thus� in the absence of faults� the
arrival of the token at the destination implies that the
packet has been delivered exactly once� For simplic�
ity� the UTP was described at the packet level only�
The Reliable Router implements the UTP at the �it
level� and the protocol is a bit more involved�
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Figure �� Bu�ering and forwarding under the UTP�
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��� Fault Handling

When a node in the network fails� communication
between the advance and rear copies of the packet
may be severed� Each copy now must make its way to
the destination without knowing the fate of the other
copy� When packets arrive at the destination they
must be marked in such a way so that the destination
knows that it needs to look for duplicates� For this
reason� two types of tokens are de�ned� Unique� and
Replica� If the network needs to use multiple paths
while forwarding the packet� the token is changed to
type Replica for all copies of the packet� After the
token is changed� forwarding proceeds in the usual
way of always keeping two copies of the packet per
path�

Such an example is shown in Figure �� Due to a
faulty link� communication between the two copies of
the packet has been broken� As a result� each copy
changes its token to Replica� or generates a Replica
token and proceeds to the destination using di�erent
paths� When the destination receives a packet with a
Replica token� it knows that it should be looking for
duplicates� This scheme is based on the assumption
that packets have unique identi�ers so that duplicates
can be detected and eliminated�

��� Flit�Level Implementation of the
UTP

The actual implementation of the Unique Token Pro�
tocol occurs at the �it level rather than at the packet
level� A long packet may span a number of nodes�
The �it�level UTP guarantees that each �it of the
packet has a copy for retransmission purposes in the
neighboring node� A snapshot of a packet in �ight
under the �it�level UTP is shown in Figure 
�� The
�gure shows a packet that consists of one head �it�
seven data �its� and one tail �it� There are a number
of things to notice from that �gure�


� There exists a second copy of every data or tail
�it in the preceding node�

�� There is only one copy of the token �it� There
exist no �its of the speci�c packet behind its
token�

�� The head �it is stored at the head of the �it
queue in every node spanned by the packet� It
is deallocated only when the token �it leaves
the node�

Every node needs a copy of the head �it to ensure
retransmission of the partial packet when a link fails
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Figure 
�� The UTP at the �it�level

after only part of a packet has been transmitted to
the next node� The head �it is used to encapsulate
the partial packet in the regular packet format and
send it to the destination through an alternate route�
The head �it of the trailing piece of a partial packet is
tagged as a special kind of head �it � in the Reliable
Router terminology it is called a head�restart �it as
opposed to a head�original �it� This is necessary for
the destination to reconstruct the original packet� It
is also assumed that the tail �it of each packet con�
tains the length of the message in �its� Given two
partial pieces of a packet� the packet length and the
the relative order of the two pieces� the destination
can reconstruct unambiguously the original packet�

��� Architectural Support for the UTP

The implementation of the Unique Token Protocol
presents a number of design challenges�

The token must be handled di�erently from the
other �it types� The token can only be forwarded
when the Flit Queues have unloaded and invalidated
all resident data �its� Moreover� there must be a
mechanism to generate a token� back up the pointers
in the Flit Queues and reroute the virtual channel
when a fault occurs� This functionality is partitioned
among the Control� Virtual Channel State and Flit
Munger modules of the Input Controller�

The greatest design challenge is that in order to
keep two copies of �its at all times within the network�
�ow control information must make two steps to the
back using separate �ow control paths� This is shown
in Figure 

� Let us assume that node C copies a �it
across to node D� It sends a copied message to node B
using the Copied Kind and Copied VCI �elds shown
in Table �� Node B will use this information to in�
validate its own copy of the �it� Moreover� reception
of a copied �eld in an incoming frame will make node
B send a freed message to node A using the Freed
�eld of an outgoing frame� Node A will receive the
freed information and use it to decrement the appro�
priate counter in its Counter Bank� indicating that
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Figure 

� Flow Control in the Reliable Router�

the neighboring node �in this case node B� has one
�it less in that particular Flit Queue� This backward
�ow control path is implemented using large buses
that broadcast the copied and freed information to all
Input Controllers� Only the Input Controllers that
have a virtual channel which is routed to the port
where the copied or freed message was received act
upon this information�

� Plesiochronous Data Recov�

ery

One of the more di�cult tasks in putting together a
large scale MPP has been the global clock distribu�
tion� The RR addresses this problem by using ple�
siochronous timing� Each router is clocked using a
di�erent local oscillator with the same nominal fre�
quency� There is no single global clock � and associ�
ated single point of failure � and the clock distribu�
tion problem is entirely avoided�

In a system of Reliable Routers� the clocks are all
free running� To move data bits� the transmitter
sends the clock along with the data� The receiver
uses this clock to sample the data wires� Two latches
are used to move data from the transmit clock domain
to the receive clock domain� However� without some
additional protocol� these latches will very quickly
undersample or oversample �its�

A low�level protocol is used that imposes a maxi�
mum data rate on any wire which is below the min�
imum carrier rate of any link in the system� The
minimum carrier rate is determined by the lowest ac�
tual frequency of any of the local oscillators� The
transmit limit is implemented in the router by turn�
ing o� the crossbar one out of a thousand times� The
Output Controllers send a non�data frame called a
padding �it whenever there is no data to send�

The principle of the interface operation is shown
in Figure 
�� The receiver delays the input waveform
A by 
�� degrees and produces waveform B� At any
point in time it is always safe to sample from one
of the two waveforms� Signals KoutA �Keep out A�

A

B

KoutA

KoutB

CLK

Figure 
�� Plesiochronous Interface

and KoutB �Keep out B� are produced by the trans�
mitter clock and indicate the time windows where it
is undesirable to sample from the A or B waveforms
respectively� The receiver is sampling from one of
the two waveforms� When the receiver clock samples
a high on the corresponding Keep�out line� the gray
area has been entered� As soon as the receiver detects
a padding �it on the lines� it will switch and lock on
the other waveform� If undersampling occurs� the re�
ceiver has missed a padding �it that does not carry
any information� If oversampling occurs� the receiver
has sampled an extra padding �it which is simply
ignored� The �nite state machine that controls the
multiplexer of the A and B buses ensures that switch�
ing occurs only when both buses carry the same data�

This exact scheme has been implemented in the
Synchronization module of Figure �� In this case�
waveform A is delayed by 
�� degrees with respect
to a pulse having half the frequency of TxClk� This
is why the worst case latency is 
 clock cycle� In
general� this scheme can achieve a worst case latency
penalty of only half a clock cycle� Essentially this
design minimizes the synchronization penalty�

� Bidirectional Signalling

The � input and output ports shown in Figure 
 re�
quire a large amount of interchip bandwidth� To al�
low the use of a conventional chip carrier with fewer
than ��� pins� simultaneous bidirectional signalling ��	
is employed� This method allows bidirectional point
to point digital signal communication on the same
chip carrier pin and at the same time�

Figure 
� shows the block diagram of a pair of si�
multaneous bidirectional transceivers� The printed
circuit board connection is modelled as a transmis�
sion line� with both ends of the line terminated with
an internal resistor� A logic 
 or a logic � is trans�
mitted as a positive current or a negative current
respectively� the signal across the chip boundary is
thus a superposition of the two current streams� To
receive the digital signal from another transmitter� a
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�� Simultaneous Bidirectional Signalling

local transmitter generates an internal copy of its own
transmitted signal as a reference� The reference volt�
age is then subtracted from the superimposed signal
to generate the received signal�

The small voltage swing �i�e� ��mV� of the sig�
nallingmethod calls for di�erent noise reduction tech�
niques�


� On�Chip Termination Control allows the drivers�
termination resistors to be �ne�tuned for pro�
cess variations�

�� Current�Steering keeps the current drawn by
the drivers roughly constant to reduce the noise
on the power planes�

�� Rise�Time Control staggers the turn�on of suc�
cessive stages of current drivers to reduce the
Ldi

dt
noise induced by the package pins�

Tominimize power consumption� the current source
for generating the local reference voltage is scaled
down� while the reference resistor is scaled up accord�
ingly� All of the �� bidirectional signals that connect
an adjacent pair of Reliable Routers employ the de�
scribed simultaneous bidirectional signalling method�
which amounts to a savings of �� signal pins over
conventional signalling methods� There is also sub�
stantial reduction in power and noise over full swing
signalling�

� Physical Implementation

The Reliable Router will be fabricated on a 
�� mm�

die in a ��metal layer 
� CMOS process� The current
�oorplan is shown on Figure 
��

The gray boxes comprise the Input Controller� The
�gure shows the FIFO� Virtual Channel Modules� and
the Flit Munger �FM�� The white boxes named OC
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�� Reliable Router Floorplan

are the Output Controllers� The white boxes named
FE are the Front Ends of Figure �� Just by the rela�
tive sizing one can tell that most of the functionality
in this chip lies in the Input Controllers�

Full custom layout has been employed for the FIFO
module �virtual channel �it queues� because of size
and special functionality required� This module is the
most area�intensive block in the whole design� The
Virtual Channel Module was layed out in a datap�
ath design style� For all other modules� semi�custom
layout was used�

��� of the layout has been completed� We plan to
tape out the design in the very near future�

	 Conclusion

The internal architecture of the Reliable Router� a
network switching element which provides reliable and
high performance communication between nodes of
parallel computers� has been presented� The Reliable
Router uses a simple and e�cient adaptive routing al�
gorithm with minimal resource requirements� It also
employs a link�oriented retransmission protocol with
signi�cant advantages over conventional end�to�end
protocols� The coupling of these two features enable
the RR to handle a single node or link failure with�
out interruption of service� Other performance fea�
tures include a queueless low�latency plesiochronous
channel interface and simultaneous bidirectional sig�
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